
Dowsing and Lock Down 

An experiment;- Is there an effect without human interaction? 

Oh dear should have seen this coming! 

I can not, I should not, I may not. I must not.gov.uk!     Only kidding 

 Having realised there would be no gathering in numbers  at the Hurlers and especially no 

breakfast! I was then tentatively invited to Pentillie Circle depending on Government guidance.          

That turned out to be a no go as well so permission asked for and granted by the owners, and 

“the management” to dowse on my own, definitely social distancing  except for the Guardian 

of Place that also did not mind my dodging about among the stones.  

Friday the 19th was when the owner gave permission and said he would unlock the gate to the 

car  park.  He did not say said car park would be full of 15-20 Bullocks! Needless to say I did not 

dare open the gate so went over the top and told the Bullocks to mind their own business 

when they pranced all round me, so over the 2nd gate and down to the circle I was amazed 

that I met the energy (Aura) of the circle so soon as I approached from the West. The rest of 

the results are on the next pages. I can still hardly believe the amount of changes there were in 

so short a time and no human activity to attribute it to as we are inclined to  do at The Hurlers.  

Incidentally  all measurements are subject to very minor error as my 30 ft. metal retractable 

tape measure decided not to retract so I had a fight with it each time I moved round the circle. 

Dowsing Pentillie Circle in Lock Down 

1st June create map/layout of circle from file. 

Distance/Map dowse at home some information I remember from site visits last year but not  

necessarily  correctly.  So this is my method. 

With the map to my left  out of direct line of sight and pendulum in my right hand I moved my 

finger around the circle and it’s surrounds looking for a reaction on the pendulum to my  

questions as  I went. I was able to mark the position of -; 

    The spiral within the circle. 

    The sensitive healing point we knew of 

    The position of the Guardian of Place.* 

    The distance of influence of the whole circle (it’s own “Aura”). 

    The position of the centre of the ley that joins the circle from ENE 

     The position of the centre of the ley that leaves the circle to the ESE  

OR is the Ley coming in from the ESE and going out ENE? Or is it a different kind of line? 

 



Remote/map/ dowsing 25 June 2020 

The Ley energy line on the ENE side indicated as  8ft. 6 inches wide.. 

The Ley energy line on the ESE side indicated as 10ft. 2 inches wide. 

The Aura of the circle indicated as 8ft.5inches.outside the stones. 

28 June 2020  on site   

ENE…..16ft.10inches (4ft+12ft 10inches)Energy on a scale 1-10 was 8 in both directions 

ESE…….14ft 5inches   (5ft.3inches+9ft. 2inches.) Energy was 6 in both directions 

Aura…..26ft. 

This would indicate to me my map dowsing is inaccurate.  

 

*With regard the position of the Guardian, this led to a discussion at home as the   

Guardian had been inside the circle when it was first dowsed  in 2018 so dowsing again 

at home it was agreed that it had actually repositioned itself since that date. 

I dowsed for the energy direction and found one side of the ley goes one way and the other side  

the opposite direction! (did not dowse for strength each way until Sunday 28 June!) 

During the 1st week of June  map dowsing results as follows  

“Aura” of whole circle only 3ft.10 inches. Outside the stones. 

Ley line from the ENE  5ft 6 inches wide 

Ley line on ESE angle  also 5ft 6inches 

On the 19 June physically dowsed on site ENE Ley line was 16ft 6inches wide  

On the 19 June physically dowsed on site ESE  Ley line was 20ft.2inches 

On 19 June  the “Aura” of the whole circle was  27ft. 2inches outside the stones. 

On 21st June approx. 9am onwards ( no I did not get up there  at 4 am as I did not wish to  

tangle with the Bullocks in the dark) but I was there physically but at 9am. 

The “Aura” outside  the circle was now 36ft.on  the East  side at 9am (as I left it was down  to29ft) 

The “Aura” to the West was  32ft 6inches (down to  27ft when I left) 

The Ley on ENE side was now 37ft. 3inches.(ie +13’3on N side and +7’6 on the East side) 

The Ley on ESE side was now 48ft 11inches.(ie +15’3 on south side and +13ft 6 on East side) 
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Note the change in width  and strength having passed through the circle, is gaining or 

loosing strength on the way? 

ESE ley line changes in width. 

If the poles on the picture are not clear  see below where;- 

H =home dowse ………...5ft 6nches  Approx. 2 June and   H  25 June  

F =  Friday 19 June ……. 20ft.2 inches 

S =  Sunday 21 June ......48ft.11 inches 

  Sunday 28 June ….. …..14ft.5inches. 

See text for measurements of uneven increment of width on each side! 

Not to scale 



 

Having already filled in the page with  my rambled “In conclusion” I woke or was woken  

(mischief or management) and found I was remembering a weird phenomenon from Friday 

19th June.  When I was dowsing the ENE section of the energy line the rods gave me the 

first side and then a sudden violent cross of the rods against my chest,  so surprised I said 

out loud “is that the middle” and got a confirmation and moved on to the other side of the 

line.   (I assumed I had been given the middle of the line  unasked for).  It did occur to me 

that  the dowsing was trying to tell me more.  Now I know I should have thought more 

about it at the time.  Now (at 2.30 am) was wondering if the dowsing was actually trying to 

make me realise that the two energy directions were of uneven widths (which of course I 

did not notice until measuring on the Sunday) because the increments showed up so       

blatantly  different on both sides and  I had to measure separate side because the tape was 

too short! Then before falling back to sleep the thought occurred to me that we might have 

two line here running together  trying to balance out something in the planet. 

Then of course this could all be a load of rubbish and I probably need help anyway 

 

One thing I do know is dowsing can answer some questions but it throws up lot more  

unanswered ones. 

In conclusion 

I have enjoyed this project as I hope anyone reading it will too. However I am fully aware (or 

may be not) of my short comings in the dowsing  world and there are lots of other questions  

that could have been asked or things that could have been done differently. I should      

probably have gone into things like,  

 Was the ley/energy line drawn to the circle after it was built? 

 Was the ley/energy  line already there before the circle was built? 

 If it was there before the circle was it drawn to something there many moons ago? 

 Such as a standing stone that is now in some barn on the estate or even lying buried 

 not far away. 

 If so is that why the constructor of the circle was drawn  to actually put it there in that  

 position without realising there was an influence they  knew nothing about? 

 How far does the line go in each direction? 

 Does it go of in a straight line to  other points of energy? 

 More likely, does it wander about snake like from point to point, that is yet another  

 puzzle for us poor mortals? 



EAST 
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SOUTH 

Healing Point                       Spiral                                               Guardian of Place 

NORTH 

 I found it strange the line did not reach to the centre of the circle during its change of 

 status. 

 The way the line curves around from roughly ENE to ESE  suggests  to me that  it almost 

 follows the rising and setting sun at the time of the solstice. Measuring this is beyond 

 my expertise  at the moment .  Even if it does not follow the sun now maybe it did in 

 the past before the Earth  wobbled!  

 Making up all these ideas of things to do is just as much fun as what I have already 

 done so any more ideas and theories would be interesting.  

 I did actually ask if this two way energy related to two lines running together and was   

 given a yes but I have never heard of this sort of happening so close like twins. 



Friday 19 June 2020 

20ft 2inches 

Sunday 21June  

Increase this side  

13ft 6inchesnches 

Sunday 21June  

Increase this side  

15ft 3inches 

 

View of Pentillie stone circle from the ESE showing the ley line 

widths at 3 days apart.19 to 21 June 2020 
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